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1. Introduction
Concerning the problemCO) of "how to calculate the second homotopy group
of the complementary domain of a 2-knot in R*," there exist several results in [1],
[2] and [3]. Especially, the result by C.H. Giffin in [3] seems to be conclusive,
but the proof in his report is so brief that there are some parts which can not be
understood straightforwards. In this paper, we will be concerned exclusively
about only ribbon 2-knots(1) which have some nice properties both in the
geometrical and in the algebraical sides in the 2-knot theory, see [5], [6], [7] and
[8]. First in §3, we will discuss about the second homotopy group of the
complementary domain of 2-nodes (Z)2, H4) with the properties defined in (2),
(3) and (4) in §2, and we will prove the result π2(H*—D2)=(0) in Theorem (3.4).
In §4, we will investigate a relation between the knot-group and the second
homotopy group of the complementary doamin of the ribbon 2-knots, and as a
consequence, we will prove the main theorem, Theorem (4.3), of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
We may suppose the following (1), (2) (3) and (4) with a slight modification
for a ribbon 2-knot K2:
(1) 2-balhD2+=K2nH* and D2.=K2Γ\H1 are symmetric each other
with respect to the hyperplane 7?o(2),
(2) D\ has no minimal point,
(3) all saddle points p& of Z)| are at the level R\, and in a small neigh-
(0) See [4], p. 175, Problem 36.
(1) See [6], §4.
(2) Rΐ ={(Xl,X2, *3>*4)l*4 = *}
Hi ={(X1,X2,X3,
H*(J)={(Xl, x2, *3,
(3) see [4] p. 133.
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borhood of each saddle point, Z)| is a square B2t at R\ which is called
a saddle-band^, see Fig. (1),
(4) D* is in a general position with respect to the collection R*
\ t" / \ \" / \ t" /
-δ
\ X X
t=ι
Fig. (1)
K/^l+£
For each saddle point pf(i=l,2, ••-,«), we suppose that, for sufficiently
small positive numbers 8 and δ,
Pi (*ίf>, *i°, 0, 1)
D? : *, = 0, l^-Λi'Ί^l, *3 = 0,
Π? : l*t-*ΪΊ^δ, μ2-4"l^l, ^a
/"* /^
where Π? is a square and Π< is a cube, and ^ and
If we investigate the cross-sections of D| by R*(l— ε^t^
small positive number £, we have the following (1), (2), (3) and (4):
(1) D* Π R\_z is a ribbon knot k in #Lε,
(2) D* Π Λϊ+ε is a trivial link k0 U ^  U U kn in Λ?+ε,
(3) By the orthogonal projection θ of H* onto 7?ϊ,
^Φ if
for a
-D2n5f (ί=l,..., if).
(4) The band (square) B2t spans θ(ki) and ^ 0) (i=l, •••, n) coherently on
its opposite, parallel edges.
3. Surgery
For a PL-map g" of S2 into H\—Dl, there is a PL-map g' of 52 into
(4) This is a conventional word.
(5) These coordinate-presentations are not essential.
(6) d-X" means the boundary and X the interior of a point set X. For convenience'sake,
we denote X-Xf]YbyX- Y.
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#4[l-£, l+S]-Dl such that£'(S2) is homotopic to g"(S2) in H*—D*9 since
there exist only the maximal points of Ώ\ but no saddle point of D\ in the ex-
terior of H*[l-ε, !+£]. If £XS2)n(Su UΠMHΦ> we can jump to (3.3)
Ί^^  '*+'without troubles in the following discussion. If g'(S2)Γ\ (Πi U ••• UD»)ΦΦ>
we consider a PL-map g of S2 into H*[l— £, 1+8]—D*. satisfying (1)~(4)
mentioned below:
(1) g(S2) is homotopic to g'(S2) in #4[l-£, l+ε]-D2+,
(2) g(S2)Γ\O* consists of at most a finite number of points on R\_t
denoted by gi°, •••, q™, for which g"l(q^) is just one point, say
ft", on S2,
(3) there are 2-balls 0">, V^ (l^i^w, λ=l, ••-, w,.) on 52 such that
(32) U™ Π ^ j) = φ if either i^=j or
(33) g\ U[l) is an imbedding,
(4) denoteg(V^) by V<? (l^i^n, λ=l, •-•, in,.), then
^4
1
2
 1 + λ
Since it is not difficult to see the existence of two deformation retractions ξr
/^W Λ ,^
we may suppose that the above PL-map g satisfies not only (1)~(4) but also
(5), (6):
(5)
(6) 2-baίί £/«>=£(#«>) satisfies that the annulus E7«'- F«J is given by
«!+*ί = 4
1
1+λ
Let 4" be the simple closed curve 9 °^ (z=l, •••, n, λ==l, •••, m{). The
orientation of c^' should be induced by that of U%> as a subcomplex of the
oriented 2-sphere S2, and the orientation of knot k0 in R\+e should be induced
by that of D\. We classify these simple closed curves c£° into two collections
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Γ!/0 andΓLn:
Γ
co
 =
 φ.« 1 1 ^
λ
^
m
, , the linking number 4° and k0 = 1}
ΓL° = {4° 1 1 ^ μ^miy the linking number 4° and k0= — 1}
for each i (ί=l, •••, w).
Lemma (3.1). Γ+" ^wrf ΓL° contains the same number of circles for each
i(i=ly — , n).
Proof. Consider a 2-node Dc+° in /f
4[l— £, oo) given by cutting
D$.Γ\H'[l—6, oo ) along an arc D2+Γi D? and sewing by the 2-ball Π?> where
we suppose that D^Ί)kf. Then, since the closed curve 4j) does not link with
kf in /?ϊ+8t/Φi)» the 2— ball U^ bounded by 4j) is isolated from /)<?> in
#4[l-£, oo)-/)«>. Therefore 4^+4° H ----- \-c%=0 mH^H^l-S, oo)-/)"5),
as 4" U - U41/ bounds a 2-complex g(S*-U{" U - U Cfcj). Since
f, oo)-D(;:))-(ί; -), and either c^ = t or c«> = -t as c^eΓ^ or
"' respectively, the proof is now completed.
o
Lemma (3.2). There exists an arc 7 on a perforated 2-ball S2— \JU*
satisfying (1) αwJ (2) as follows:
(1)
(2) ΓA^ α^ 7=^(7) w on £J, ^A^r^ mutually disjoint 2-balls El, £"?,
£'?=Λ
ί
 (ί=0, 1, --•, n) m /?J+e.
Proof. Let Z=g(S2)nRl+s=g(S2- UU(»), then
»,λ
\Jk
ny 3Σ= U4
0
- In this case, we may suppose with a slight modification if
it λ.
necessary that Σ Π Sf consists of the curves 7 's of the following four types :
(1) 7=^(7) for a closed curve 7 on S2,
(2) γ=g((y) for an arc 7 on S2 spanning 9C7i0 and QU%\ where either
(3) rγ=g(fγ) for an arc 7 on 52 spanning QU^ itself.
(4) 7=^(7) for an arc 7 on S2 spanning dU^ and 9^°, where Γ
and 4neΓL°.
In the cases (l)/^/(4), 7 may be a non-simple curve, but for an imbedding
of E2χ [— 8y 8] into Rl+ζ such as ^i(E2xO)^E^ we may suppose that
ΨΓ
1
- Ψ <(£2 X [-£, £] Π Σ) = ψΓ1^? Π Σ) X [-6, £] .
Leaving the points on ^{(d(E2 X [—6, f])) fixed, we can homotopically
carry the singularities of type (1), (2), and (3) into three regions r(+), r(0) and
r(— ) on £?, see Fig. (2) below:
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=>
(2ι) (%)
Fig. (2)
where we classify as follows:
γcr(+), if it spans 4° and 4° °f
γcr(—), if it spans c^ and 4° °f
), if 7 is a closed curve.
If there exists no singularity of type (4), the trivial knot dr(-\-) links only
with 4':) for έΓ^eΓ'Λ Therefore, c^H h41)=0 in £T1(JR?+B—9r(+)) =
(ί; —), where {c ,^ •••, ^λl)}=Γ+), since ^ U U^ bounds a 2-complex
Σ U( Uσ χj))ji*;
λ
φλ ,-,\^ where the 2-ball σ^ is bounded by c^ in .Rι+ε
Then, we must say that Γ«>=φ and necessarily ΓL° = φ by (3.1). On the
other hand, we have assumed that g'(S2)Γ\ (Di U ••• U D*)ΦΦ> tnus there must
be at most one integer i(l<^i^ri) for which Γ^Φφ. This is a contradiction,
and there must be a singularity 7 desired in (3.2).
By the result in (3.2), we can modify Σ homotopically in Rl+f—k0\jkί\J
•• \Jk
n
 leaving the circles c^ fixed for all i and λ so that there exists a band
/^2) containing γ and contained in 2, see (3J in Fig. (3). Since Σ is an image
\
>
n
(33)
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of a subset of S2, there exist an even number of twists on /^, see (3J. Never-
theless, it is not so difficult to move 2 homotopically in Rl_
ζ
—k0 U&ι U ••• U&»
leaving the circles c^ fixed so that/γ has no twist, see (32) and (33).
Consider a surgery on g(S2) in the following figure, Fig. (4).
/—\ / v / \
R\- Rl
Fig. (4)
areIn Fig. (4), the boundary circles of a 2-surface M? (1— £<£f^
the circles t/^Πfl? and E7">n/??, therefore U 8Λf? U JΠW =i-ssίgi+e
ε/k" U U«\ Let £ίl
e
 and 5i'l8 be the two 3-balls bounded by the 2-spheres
V? U Afίi. and F«> uMJi, in the level /$_., then the 3-manifold ££.
U U M? is a 3-ball ^Γ*μ for which we may suppose that
., Λfϊ+β=7? U r;.μ, where y!,μ=Mf+ε-yγ
2
. Then, there is
a PL-map /' of S2 into ίί4[l— 6, l+έ]—D*. satisfying the followings:
(1) f(S2) is homotopic to g(S2) in H4[\-ε, l+ε]-D2+,
(2) /'|'5ϊ-Cp^uσi"=ιΊSϊ-ί7«>uJ7^,
(3) f(S*)=g(S2- C7<» U C "^ U/?) U F!,,,
where /^ is a neighborhood of γ such as g(Jγ)=Jy
Repeating these processes, we have finally a PL-map / of S2 into
H'[l -ε, 1 +ε]-Dl such that f(S2) is homotopic to g"(S2) in #4[1 -£, 1 +e] -Z)»
and that/(52)c^+ε-^0U^U- U*».
Here, we want to get the consideration above into shape.
Lemma (3.3). For any PL-map g" of S2 into H*—D2+, there is a PL-map
f of S2 into H\—D\ satisfying (1) and (2) below.
(1) f(S2) is homotopic to g"(S2) in Hi-D*,
(2)
Theorem (3.4). π2(H\-D\ ) = (0) .
Proof. By the sphere-theoremα:ι for 1-links (, for 3-manifolds,)
(7) See [9], [10].
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ττ2(/?ι+ε— D^ΓlRl+ε) is generatedc8) by a collection of mutually disjoint non-
singular 2-spheres sf, s%, •••, si in ^ι+ε, where a 2-sphere s* is the boundary
surface of a regular neighborhood of the 2-ball El in /2f + β (/=l, •••,//).
Since there is no saddle point of Z)+ in H*[l+£, oo), we can easily contract
the 2-sphere if to a point through #4[l+£, oo)— D\ (i=l, •••, /x). On the
other hand, by (3.3), an arbitrary element s of π2(H%— D\) can be represented
by the elements of π2(Rl+ζ— D\ Π ^ ι+ε)(9) which are contractible in H\—D\ as
already mentioned. The proof is thus complete.
4. Covering spaces
Let u: W-*R4 — K2 be a universal covering for the complementary domain
of a ribbon 2-knot K2 in R*. Then,
u+ = u\W+: W+-*Hϊ-Dl
u_ = u\W_: W_-*Ht-D*_
are both universal, since K2 is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane Rl,
and the inclusion-induced homomorphism of π
λ
(H\— D\] into π^R^—K2)
is onto as the 2-node (Z)+, H\) has no minimal point. By (3.4) and the Hurewicz
theorem, we have the followings:
( H,(W+) = (0) , H2(W+) = π2(W+) = π2(H\-Dl) = (0) ,
(*) H,(W_) = (0) , H2(W_) = «t(W_) = *2(#i-DL) = (0) ,
( H2(W) = π2(W) = π^R'-K*) ™.
Consider the next Mayer-Vietoris sequence:
H2(W+)+H2(W_) -* H2(W+ U W_)
By the relations in (*), we have the following:
Lemma (4.1). π2(R*-K2) = H,(W+ n W_) .
Now, we will consider the relation between π^Rl—k) and H^(W+r\ W_),
where k=K2Γ( Rl is a 1-knot in R$.
Lemma (4.2). // π^-K2) is torsion free, then H,(W+ n W_)= JC/JC(1),
A^ subgroup JC of π^Rl—k) is the kernel of the inclusion-induced homo-
(8) Consider πι(R%+ζ—D2+) as an operator.
(9) Consider πι(H\_—D2+) as an operator.
(10) " = " means isomorphic to.
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morphίsm ί* of π^Rl-k) onto π^(R'-K2)^l\
Proof. Let u,=u\W^W_\ W^R\-k, where W0=W+f^W_. Then
«0 is also a covering which is not always universal. Therefore πλ(W^) is iso-
morphic to a subgroup M of n^(Rl— k), so we have M=<K by the facts that
π
^ W)= 1 and the homomorphism i% is onto(12). Abelianize JC by the commutator
subgroup JCC1) of JC, and we have (4.2).
By (4.1) and (4.2), we have
Theorem (4.3). For a ribbon 2-knot K\ if π^—K2) is torsion free,
then π?(R*-K2)= J£/JC(1), where JC is defined in (4.2).
Question. If π
λ
(R*—K2) is not torsion free, the subgroup JC will be the
subgroup of π^Rl—k) generated by all the elements with finite orders of
^(TC^RQ — &)), therefore we have a question: "Is π^R4 — K2) torsion free for a
ribbon 2-knot?"
REMARK. // a ribbon 2-knot K2 satisfies that ^(R4—K2) = (t: — ), then
π2(R*-K2)=(0).
Proof. By the result in [8], for a ribbon 2-knot K2 and the cross-sectional
knot k=K2ΠRl, where the 2-nodes (Z)|, H*±) for the 2-balls D2±=K2Γ(H*±
satisfy the properties in § 2, the Alexander polynomials satisfy that
Therefore, if π,(R4— K2}=(t\ -), Δ
κ
(t)=l, and necessarily Δ
Λ
(ί)=l, then
by the theorem (4, 9, 1) in [11], p. 46, ©α)=®C2) for ®=^(/2g-ft). On the
other hand, since π^R'—K^^] — ) = ®/®(1), the kernel JC of t# surely
coincides with ©(1). Thus, we have
π2(R*—K2) = ®(1)/®C2) — ©C1V®C1) = (0) .
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